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ABSTRACT 
This paper describes the transactive demand-response 
project called The Grid Edge Active Transactional 
Demand Response (The GREAT-DR), led by Hydro 
Ottawa Limited. This project gives Prosumer participants 
at the edge of the grid better control of their electric usage 
while heloing optimise and secure the grid. Covered 
herein are the impacts of new technologies installed at the 
grid edge, a description of the general architecture, the 
results of phase 1 to date and introduction to the new 
concepts being added in phase 2.  

INTRODUCTION 
In the course of their digitization, the utilities have never 
been exposed to so many simultaneous challenges and 
opportunities. Moreover, their customers now have access 
to affordable domestic generation, energy storage, and 
intelligent appliances enabling them to shape their energy 
use and reduce their electricity bill. This represents a huge 
opportunity for the utilities to collaborate with their 
customers — really prosumers — to better benefit both 
parties. The customer will become an active partner — a 
prosumer — if not a competitor, transforming the energy 
supply industry; the prosumer will benefit from reduced 
energy costs, the utility will benefit by relying on less 
costly grid support tools and all will benefit from a 
reduced carbon footprint. Also, the more technically agile 
younger generation will embrace the fact of having more 
control on their comfort and ecological environment. This 
market transformation will increase the number of energy 
operations and transactions at the edge of the system and 
impact the manner utilities operate and control their 
power system.  
In recent years, the industry has been transforming 
through digitalization with, for example, use of smart 
meters and accelerate proliferation of IoTs, particularly in 
customer premises. These IoTs enable utility offering of 
new value-added services to customers and prosumers 
and providing more granular, at the edge, rich system 
status information and control.  

New System Challenges 
All these new prosumer available generating and smart 
devices at the edge will severely affect the load profile. 
The next four examples show how the technologies affect 
the profile. Fig. 1 shows the impact of distributed 
generation, in this case solar PV generation. The upper 
curve shows the total energy consumption while the lower 

curve shows the energy supplied by the utility during the 
sunny hours. At the sunset, the utility must connect many 
generating units in service in a short period of time to 
compensate the reducing solar generation. This example 
shows a perfect sunny day, but during a cloudy day, the 
solar generation may vary dramatically. 

 
Fig. 1. Impact of Distributed Generation 

Fig. 2 shows how energy storage can compensate for 
energy demand variation. In this example, the batteries are 
charged when demand is low and used at peak time so the 
result is a flatter or lower slope change energy-demand 
curve. 

 
Fig. 2. Impact of Distributed Storage 

In the third example, illustrated in Fig. 3., energy 
efficiency measures help reduce the demand in a constant 
manner during the day but doesn’t modify the load shape. 

 
Fig. 3. Impact of Energy Efficiency 

The last example shows the impact of Demand Response 
programs that shift energy demand from the peak period to 
off-peak. In Fig. 4, the demand rises before the peak, 
because of a call for advancing energy use, like calling on 
the HVAC to get a head start. With this strategy, there is 
less demand during the peak and the prosumer can still 
enjoy a comfortable ambient temperature.  
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Fig. 4. Impact of Demand Response 

The four preceding examples show the importance of 
controlling the energy generation/consumption at the grid 
edge. If the different energy management approaches are 
not well coordinated, major problems can occur on the 
bulk power system. If no actions are taken, the reliability 
of the power grid will be impacted. 
Illustrated in Fig. 5 is how the load pattern and peak time 
for the same peak summer day in the Ontario market are 
different at each hierarchy level, or node, from the bulk 
provincial market to the distribution transformer. Clearly 
noticeable is that the peak demand at each node occurs at 
different times, and though the general load shapes are 
roughly similar, there are clear variations. The total bulk 
system load profile (green, top, curve) peaking at 6 p.m. 
However, the substation peaked (gray curve) at 3:30 p.m., 
while the feeder (blue curve) peaked at 8 p.m. Finally, the 
distribution transformer (red curve) peaked at 11 p.m. The 
light-blue curve shows the smart solar PV generation that 
caused a dampening ripple change at each upstream node.  

 
Fig. 5. Ontario Market Demand (Sep 5, 2018) 

and Coincident Nodal Peaks 

THE GREAT-DR PROJECT 
With The GREAT-DR project, Hydro Ottawa intends to 
leverage the new technologies to optimize the load profile 
so overall costs — generation connection, grid 
infrastructure, electricity bills — are reduced. 
Furthermore, service resiliency is enhanced while it will 
be possible in the future to reduce or delay major 
investments in the distribution system. Also, this project 
will create further opportunities: for example, developing 
a better understanding of the prosumers’ behavior will help 

anticipate their future needs so the utility can better plan 
future investments and avoid unnecessary expenses. 
Finally, the collaboration between Hydro Ottawa and its 
prosumers to create the optimal load profile will help 
reduce or eliminate the use of polluting sources of energy 
and so reduce the carbon footprint. 

The GREAT-DR Architecture 
The GREAT-DR is developed to be truly scalable with a 
decentralized architecture as shown in Fig. 6. The 
GREAT-DR negotiates with loads and energy sources, to 
harmonize their use at the grid edge while predicting 
activities.  
IEEE 2030.5 standard is used to specify the 
communication and data exchange models between the 
different system elements. This protocol is built on 
HTTP/1.1 using RESTful profile requiring very low 
processing power from the IoTs. The data model is 
compliant to CIM (IEC 61968). 
 

 
Fig. 6. The GREAT-DR Architecture 

The goal of the system is to control the load profile at the 
distribution transformer level to affect the loading at each 
node. The Transformer Agent (TA) is a physical 
computing device with power line monitoring and 
communications devices mounted near a distribution 
transformer, power transformer or a constrained point in 
the grid. 
The TAs on a feeder can negotiate with each other to 
satisfy the feeder needs, and the TAs on the feeders 
connected to the same station can achieve its operating 
objectives. The loading on the stations, and the entire grid, 
can be managed through the Back-Office System (BOS) to 
meet the required power flow at the transmission nodes. 
The TA communicates with the Customer Agent (CA) to 
collect information and send control signals. The CA is 
also a physical computing device though with minimal 
computing capability intended to be the firewall for 
privacy and cybersecurity between the prosumer and the 
utility. It also contains power line monitoring plus 
communications devices, and as the gateway, passes 
function sets between the TA and Home Energy 
Management System Controller (HEMS-C). It is located 
within the Prosumer’s premise. 
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The TA communicates in real-time with multiple HEMS-
C to create a private autonomous distributed architecture 
supporting localized dynamic transactive demand 
response (TDR) strategies. The TA seeks to maximize the 
DR request across the network by negotiation with each 
HEMS-C, subject to requirements set by each homeowner. 
The HEMS-C is a physical computing device with power 
line monitoring and communications devices mounted 
within the prosumer’s premise. It coordinates the HEMS 
to meet the prosumer’s requirements and to negotiate with 
the TA via the CA as needed. 
Prosumer comfort is handled with a multi-input multi-
output (MIMO) fuzzy controller that manages the 
negotiations between the HEMS-C and TA. The prosumer 
can always opt out of any TDR event.  
At the back-office (BOS), Distribution System Operator 
(DSO) or the Market System Operator, or Independent 
System Operator (MSO/ISO), manages the TDR. The 
regulator also participates in the process through planning 
the market renewal to support TDR. The BOS can operate 
in the cloud or on a corporate server for use by the System 
Operators, Planners or other authorized personnel. 

Project Implementation 
In the emulation and the first installation trial, residential 
customers possess both generation and storage assets, in 
addition to diverse loads that are subject to control. In the 
field trial, we are testing single-phase electrically serviced, 
low-income and private residential homes, and a three-
phase serviced multi-unit residential building. 
Starting with 10 prosumers, with an aggregated peak load 
of 45 kW, it was interesting to find that real consumption 
data from these prosumers could be clustered into three 
behavior groups. Clustering the load profiles helps in load 
prediction that with real time monitoring can trigger a load 
shaping negotiation cycle. 
As shown in figure 7, the peak happens between 5 PM and 
8 PM. Though the customers may have much more load or 
generation installed, the coincident peaking is 
approximately 2 kW capacity per customer. Of this, about 
1.2 kW is available for TDR negotiation at the time 
negotiation is needed. Participation and acceptance vary 
depending on the level of acceptance from the customer. 
We target for 11 kW of load reduction, and in the first 
round of negotiation 5 kW is offered and accepted, so 
5 kW of capacity is now available for other needful 
purpose. The incentive offered to cooperate is reduced 
every negotiation cycle, to prevent gaming. 
That’s not enough to achieve the needed 11 kW reduction. 
In the second negotiation round, no more load reduction is 
offered. The prosumers have many types of load, 
generation, storage available and choice to accept or not. 
This scenario considers mixed cooperation levels. 
Negotiations continue until the target is achieved or no 
better outcome can arise. With 15 different TDR events 

completed, the results were consistent within 93% 
similarity. Furthermore, the results have been consistent in 
the two extreme cases: when the level of customer 
participation is all good, and all poor. 
The time a negotiation happens is quick and the file sizes 
used during this process are less than 3 kB. The sequence 
of communication are: 
• The BOS sends a Set Function to 50 000 TAs in less 

than 1 second using cellular backhaul. 
• The TAs negotiate with the HEMS and performs 10 

negotiation cycles within a second for each TDR 
event. 

• The overall required performance between the 
issuance of the set function by BOS and 
acknowledgment issued by HEMS shall be less than 
30 seconds. 

This performance result means The GREAT-DR can help 
MSO/ISO supplement fixed spinning reserves and 
complies with NIST and FERC requirements. 

Results 

 
Fig. 7. Transformer Load Profile 

The result of targeting a reduction in the coincident peak 
is a 5 kW reduction in transformer loading or 22% 
diminution of the peak from 45 kW to 35 kW, followed by 
a time shift change in the load shape curve. This again was 
achieved without optimizing the use of the load and energy 
sources at the same time. If that had happened, more load 
reduction may have been achieved. 
With more loads and energy sources participating in a 
TDR event within a prosumer’s premise, the less likely the 
prosumer is inconvenienced, and the more likely the 
desired load shape — at the transformer or first constraint 
level at the edge — can be guaranteed. With the scalability 
of The GREAT-DR for TA to TA negotiation, the 
objectives of guaranteeing a load shape at higher nodes 
away from the edge become more possible with no more 
inconvenience to the Prosumer if any. 
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THE GREAT-DR PHASE 2 
With the success of this first phase, Hydro Ottawa is 
initiating a second phase to achieve an improved customer-
centric solution and go further in the use of the 
technologies to improve and add more functionalities such 
as transactive energy, DER optimization, prediction 
accuracy, better customer segmentation and loyalty 
programs. 
Real-time analytics, based on probabilistic modeling and 
machine learning, will increase business intelligence by 
processing disparate data for a clearer view of the customer 
experience. This information varies from qualitative and 
quantitative data about the customer, from IoT devices 
inside the house or from external databases such as Google 
traffic or weather. To address data privacy concern, the 
personal customer data remains private as a design 
principle and the whole system is subject to Privacy by 
Design principles. In creating a baseline of customer 
behavior, it will be possible to forecast precisely the load 
for the coming hours and identify usage patterns. 
Furthermore, this analysis allows the classification of 
customers in different clusters depending on energy use 
patterns. The customers are also grouped in different tiers 
according to their contribution to load control. It will be 
possible to have tailored marketing to approach the 
different tiers for rewarding or educating them. 

Customer Loyalty Management 
While the utilities are in the process of digitalization, they 
are challenged by their own customers who are very often 
more advanced in the digitization and advancing to 
becoming a prosumer. The days the utilities were able to 
apply one strategy for all their customers are being 
replaced by targeted, intentional and personalized 
communication. A new kind of relationship must be 
developed by means of authenticity, transparency and 
reciprocity.  
The loyalty program is a key element for building that 
customer/prosumer engagement. The utility can interact in 
real time with customers to propose reward schemes in 
exchange for reducing their energy consumption or 
demand, for example. This marketing tool transforms the 
relationship with the prosumer and improves reliance on 
each other. Instead of punishing the prosumer for reducing 
their energy use with higher rates to recover costs, 
prosumers can be rewarded for doing so at the needed time.  
The utilities must develop a better knowledge of their 
customers. Inside the residential customer group, there are 
many categories of customers, each with different 
behaviors. Using analytics, behaviors can be clustered into 
different groups based on their similarities. Moreover, the 
customers’ engagement can be measured and classified 
into three tiers depending on their participation to load 
management. On the top-tier, we find those customers who 
are fully-engaged in load management and at the lower 
tier, the customers who never participate. Data analytics 

will help understand behavior for each tier for different 
situations and thus anonymously predict what will be the 
impact on future load shape. 
With a better view of the customer base, the utilities would 
have a valuable asset to create a more relevant and 
appropriate customer, especially prosumer, experience. 
Specific communication programs can be developed for 
each tier to reward their best customers for their efforts and 
educate and encourage those who never participate to start. 
The three-tier program is a source of motivation for the 
customer in the lower tier to change their behavior and 
upgrade their status. 
With these tools, the utilities are able to influence their 
customers in real-time with loyalty programs and in the 
long term with the tier program. Without the customer’s 
participation and becoming a prosumer, it is more difficult 
to have a successful demand-response plan.  

Data Analytics 
Connected homes will generate huge amounts of data. This 
data can be highly valuable to the utilities and will be 
necessary for the control and operation of the grid. System 
operators and planners cannot rely anymore on traditional 
electrical measurements and must now rely on 
heterogeneous, complex and exponentially growing big 
data. New tools and approaches must be used to collect, 
analyze and use this huge quantity of information.  
Big data technologies are important in providing more 
accurate analysis, which leads to more concrete decision-
making resulting for greater operational efficiency, plus 
cost and risk reduction for the business. This requires an 
infrastructure that can manage and process huge volumes 
of structured and unstructured data in real-time while 
protecting the customer’s privacy. 
The data can come from various sources Home Gateway, 
DER, Energy Meter, IoTs, PV systems. Supplementary 
data also comes from non-smart grid sources such as 
weather forecasts, satellite images, weather radar, 
financial markets and social media as mentioned above. 
The data originating from different sources may be of 
different types and formats such as simple binary and 
analog values to more complex like rows and columns 
files, images, text documents, videos, PowerPoint, HTML 
files, emails, messages, web-based transactions, etc.  
These data types are usually classified into three general 
categories: structured, semi-structured, and unstructured 
data. Structured Data can be easily classified and stored in 
a relational or historical database.  
Semi-Structured Data refers to partially structured data 
that doesn’t conform to data models usually used in 
relational database or data tables. JSON and XML files are 
a good example of semi-structured data since their 
structure is defined, but the data is not organized in a table.  
Unstructured data doesn’t have pre-defined data model or 
structure. Usually, this data comprises texts, images, voice 
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recordings and more, that cannot be easily processed using 
traditional approaches. 
Fig. 8. shows the main elements of the Big Data and 
machine learning environment. Data cleaning and pre-
processing remove uncertain or corrupt values and 
eliminate noise. Data is also analyzed to fill in missing 
information if needed. Data analytics techniques are used 
to extract useful information from the data. Other 
transformations such as date alignment may be performed 
to help sort a dataset by date/time for time-series analysis 
and feature engineering can be performed to generate more 
descriptive and representative characteristics of the data. 
The cleaned data is stored in the appropriate structured, 
semi-structured or unstructured database. A data model is 
used to identify each piece of information and facilitate 
data exchange with partners. For the electric industry, CIM 
model, defined in IEC 61968/61970, describes the data 
model for utility business activities. 
The pre-processed data is then sent to model training, 
which is at the main component of data analysis. Here, the 
data is analyzed and processed to generate high value 
information for grid planning, marketing and wholesale 
market participation, and operation. Different analytics 
algorithms are used based on different approaches such as 
deep neural networks, classification, clustering and 
regression. 

 
Fig. 8. Data Analytics Architecture 

Finally, the Model Training outputs are used to 
recommend actions like operating changes to avoid 
problems or find optimal decisions to improve a process. 

SUMMARY 
During the next years, the utilities will go through major 
changes due to the transformations that will happen at the 
edge. Load shaping will be very challenging technically, 
economically and socially for the utilities. The GREAT-
DR project has proved successfully it can control energy 
usage at the edge while guaranteeing a load shape at higher 
nodes away from the edge become more possible with no 
more inconvenience to the Prosumer if any. The 
challenges brought up by the new technologies at the edge 
are transformed into benefits for both the utility and the 
prosumers.  
Thanks to this new concept, the utilities can develop an 
innovative business model based on a more customer-
centric approach. The customers benefit from reduce 
energy bills and an improved life comfort while becoming 

active participants in a transactive energy market. The 
loyalty program will transform the customer in active 
participants in load management motivating them to do 
something at the right time. Data analytics is a strategic 
element of the project providing more accurate analysis to 
perform improved customer loyalty program and accurate 
forecasts. Thanks to the customer loyalty program, the 
utilities will be able to know more about the future needs 
of their customers and avoid investments in unpopular or 
inappropriate programs. 
The new technologies installed in customers’ premises 
will enhance the service resiliency allowing the utilities  to 
reduce or delay major investments in the distribution 
system. Operational costs will also be reduced because 
more flexibility in the load management will improve the 
efficiency of system maintenance.  
The utility may lose volume energy sales to the traditional 
end-use customer yet will be able to reallocate the energy 
to other growing segments of the economy such as 
transport. 
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